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Welcome and Housekeeping 

Recording: This webinar will be recorded and sent 
to you – it will also be posted on our website. Please 
feel free to share it!

Q&A Button (located at the bottom of your 
screen): 40 minutes of this webinar are allotted to 
presentation and 20 minutes at the end will be to 
answer questions you may have on today’s topic



Technical Difficulties 

If you are having technical difficulties, rather 
than use the Q&A button on Zoom, please e-
mail Pamela Sariyannis, Coordinator Programs 
and Community Partnerships at: 
pamelasariyannis@psychologyfoundation.org

mailto:pamelasariyannis@psychologyfoundation.org


Birth - Make the Connection 

Toddlerhood -
Make the Connection & 

Parenting for Life

School years –
Kids Have Stress Too! 

Adolescence –
Stress Lessons

Adults - Stress Strategies

The Psychology Foundation of Canada

Our Mission: Nurturing Resilience in 

ChildrenPractical, evidence-based programs spanning critical development stages



KHST! and Stress Lessons programs are evidence-based programs that are youth-
centred and inquiry-based to teach tangible stress-management strategies and skills 
and build emotional resiliency in children and youth, both in and out of the classroom.

You will learn how to help children and youth:

• recognize the signs and symptoms of stress

• understand what stress feels like

• develop/implement coping and problem-solving strategies

• foster an increased sense of well-being

Kids Have Stress Too!® and Stress 

Lessons 



Liane Davey, PhD

Liane Davey is a New York Times Bestselling author of three books, 
including The Good Fight: Use Productive Conflict to Get Your Team 
and Your Organization Back on Track and You First: Inspire Your Team 
to Grow Up, Get Along, and Get Stuff Done. 

Practicing her brand of Water Cooler Psychology, she is a regular 
contributor to the Harvard Business Review and frequently called on 
by media outlets around the world for her expertise on team 
effectiveness and high performance. 

As the co-founder of 3COze Inc., she advises on strategy and executive 
team effectiveness at companies such as Amazon, Walmart, TD Bank, 
Google, 3M, and SONY. 

Liane has a Ph.D. in Organizational Psychology.
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Your Last Difficult 
Conversation



Conflict Debt

• Organizations require conflict

• Humans run from conflict

• The result is conflict debt

Conflict Debt: the sum of the contentious issues 

that need to be addressed to be able to move forward 

but instead remain undiscussed and unresolved.



Common Sources of Conflict Debt

• Avoiding contentious discussions

• Failing to set (true) priorities

• Tolerating bad behaviour



Interest on the Debt

• The longer issues are left unresolved, the greater the cost to the

• Organization
• Reduced productivity

• Relationship
• Eroded trust

• Individual
• Mounting stress



Good Habits: Setting Clear Expectations

• Often, difficult conversations are required because we didn’t set things up 
for success

• Spend more time clarifying expectations

• Define what good looks like

• Give boundaries and thresholds

The Valentine’s Day Effect

Waiting for someone to disappoint you



Add Some Tension

• Tension is not evidence that you’re team (or your family) isn’t healthy, it’s 
evidence that it is

• Clarify the tensions that are supposed to exist

• Add tension to discussions by testing facts, imagining implications, 
representing stakeholders



Validation

• Validate the person or what they said

• Ask questions to understand what’s going on

• Pivot to your version of the truth

VALIDATE PIVOTINQUIRE



Speak Their Truth Before Your Own



Good Feedback

• Situation: orients the person

• Behaviour: is objective and describes only what you heard or saw

• Impact: shares how the person’s behaviour impacted you

• Question: gives the accountability to the receiver

IMPACTSITUATION BEHAVIOR QUESTION



Behaviour

• You will want to give feedback when you make a negative judgment about 
the person’s behaviour (e.g., rude, disengaged)

• WAIT! Ask yourself what you saw or heard that caused you to make that 
judgment

• Only share the behaviour, never the judgment

BEHAVIOR



WARNING!

• It is critical that you never use feedback to tell someone:
• What they think

• What they feel

• Who they are

• That will trigger defensiveness and reduce the likelihood the feedback with 
change their behaviour 



IMPACT

Impact

• Here’s where you can be subjective and tell the person the impact of their 
behaviour on you
• What you’re thinking

• How you’re feeling

• Why you’re reacting



Emotional Outbursts



Change Your Mindset

• Emotion is a normal part of being human

• Thinking of emotion as unprofessional isn’t helpful

• Understand that emotion pain is like physical pain



Respond Calmly

• Emotional outburst are the sign that something is causing injury

• Go slowly, and stay calm
“This is important, what do I need to know?”

• Try to continue, if possible



Give Feedback

• If emotional outbursts persist

• The become performance issues like any others

• Give objective feedback with escalating consequences
• When you… “raised your voice,” “cried in the meeting.”

• I… “worried you are listening,” “don’t feel confident to put you on a project”

• What can you do to work through these emotions?



Questions



THANK YOU



THANK YOU!
If you are interested in learning more about future webinars, programs and training 
opportunities please contact us.

Pamela Sariyannis pamelasariyannis@psychologyfoundation.org

416-644-4944 ex 203

And visit our website: www.psychologyfoundation.org

Please compete our feedback survey so we can better serve you! 

mailto:pamelasariyannis@psychologyfoundation.org
http://www.psychologyfoundation.org/

